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   Walkstool is a Swedish invention and the only three legged stool in the world with telescopic legs, patents and trademark protections. The telescopic legs offer two sitting positions; with or without folding out the lower legs.















            
            
                              

                        
  
                                        
                      
          
                      
            
            
                          


Used and recommended by people with limited physical ability.


   Just think about all the times you would like to be outdoors but must have something light, small and comfortable with you to sit on. You can have problem with back, knees or joints and need to sit down.

Walkstool is your solution. Try it! You will not be disappointed.








            
            
                              

                        
  
                                        
                      
          
                      
            
            
                          


The perfect gift.


   Something to give customers, employees and friends that is new, practical, shows consideration and suits everybody.

 Companies that choose to give Walkstool as a gift are offered the chance to expose their logotype or company name on Walkstool. Everytime it is used, gratitude is thereby directed to the person concerned. 










            
            
                              

                        
  
                                        
                      
          
                      
            
            
                          


The perfect partner outdoors.


   You and your normal chair do not get on. You are continually on the move and it permanently stands still. Think for a minute; you like to play golf, hunt, fish and you would also like to sit down for a while.


You go to concerts, wait in ticket queues, go for a long walk, go camping and would also like to sit down for a while. There are thousands of reasons for having a stool that is portable.















            
            
                              

                        
  
                                        
                      
          
                      
            
            
                          


A caretaker for
professional users.


   If you often work squatting, you will be at high risk of suffering from bachache, sore knees and joint problems. Many professionals are all too familiar with this problem. Having Walkstool as a companion can be a lifelong investment in this regard. It's small and light when you carry it, but a steady and comfortable caretaker while being used.











            
            
                              

                        
  
                                        
                      
          
                      
            
            
                          


Sit comfortably, waiting
for the perfect moment.


   "As a newspaper photographer I regularly find myself standing around and waiting for events to happen. Walkstool is a compact and portable device that I can take anywhere which gives me an instant chair when I feel the need to take a load off my feet. Walkstool is one of the most useful devices made, especially for photographers carrying a load of heavy gear around all day."
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Walkstool Comfort comes in four different sitting heights and offers big rubber feet and a seat of mesh material, making it possible to sit comfortably for extensive periods of time.

	





Your browser does not support the video tag.


	
Visit product page »






	

	

Walkstool Basic comes in two different sitting heights and are, as well as our Comfort models, produced in our own factory in Sweden.
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Visit product page »





	


	Demonstration on how to use Walkstool
	Putting a Volvo on Walkstool


Your browser does not support the video tag.
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